
 

 

 
ROCOCO’ TRAVERTINO 

 
SPECIFICATIONS 

 
Supply and application of a natural, thick decorative coating for exterior and interior use that 

reproduces the effect of travertine, emphasising its distinctive natural veining. ROCOCO’ 

TRAVERTINO. The application involves assessing the support on which to apply the decorative 

paint, cleaning the relevant surface and removing any impurities and deteriorated detaching parts, 

followed by filling where necessary.  

Natural Stone Effect - (product for exteriors and interiors) 

The cycle consists in applying ROCOCO’ TRAVERTINO, not coloured, on the surface using a 

trowel, to a thickness of 1.5 - 2 mm. Subsequently, while the product is still wet, scratch the 

support using the appropriate brush, by pressing the bristles on the surface with irregular 

movements in order to create discontinuous veining. After 20 - 30 minutes at 20°C, when the 

product starts to dry, smooth the surface using the stainless steel trowel until you obtain a partially 

smooth surface, leaving the incisions made previously and the irregular veining both visible. 

Subsequently, use a pointed tool (e.g. a screwdriver) to create the typical grout lines of the desired 

size used for travertine slabs. After 24 hours at 20°C, when the product is completely dry, use a 

compact sponge to apply the first coat of undiluted transparent FINIX 80 on the smooth surface, 

leaving out the veining and incisions. After 4 hours at 20°C apply a second finishing coat of 

coloured FINIX 80 diluted at 50%. 

While FINIX 80 is still wet, remove the excess product on the smooth part using a sponge washed 

in water and well wrung, in order to achieve the Natural Stone Effect (see Technical Sheet). 

Contemporary Effect - (product for interiors) 

Apply coloured ROCOCO’ TRAVERTINO using the stainless steel trowel, leaving a thickness of 

approximately 1.5 - 2 mm. Subsequently, while the product is still wet, scratch the surface using 

a brush, by pressing the bristles on the surface with irregular movements in order to create 

discontinuous veining. After 20 - 30 minutes at 20°C, when the product starts to dry, smooth the 

surface using the stainless steel trowel, with multiple movements, until you obtain a partially 

smooth surface, leaving the incisions made previously and the irregular veining both visible. 



 

 

Subsequently, use a pointed tool (e.g. a screwdriver) to create the typical grout lines of the desired 

size used for travertine slabs (see Technical Sheet). 

 
Before proceeding with the application, watch the video tutorial carefully 
 
The entire cycle must be performed in accordance with the application standards, including the 

material, application and all preparatory work required. 

Cost per m2 € ________ 


